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EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

• Explain the concepts of 

• Grit 

• Growth vs. Fixed Mindset

• Assess learning styles for Grit and Mindset.

• Apply these concepts to the health care education environment.

• Apply these concepts to address clinical examples of struggling 

learners/faculty.

• Utilize these concepts to build a supportive clinical educational 

environment





• Angela Duckworth’s

Grit Scale 

• from her book- Grit: The Power 

of Passion and Perseverance



• Carol Dweck’s

• Mindset Profile

from her book- Mindset: The 

New Psychology of Success.



PASSION + PERSEVERANCE = GRIT



CAN WE GET GRITTIER?

Growing from the Inside Out

Interest

Practice

Purpose

Hope







GROWING GRIT FROM THE 
OUTSIDE IN

Building a supportive educational environment

• Emphasize the effort not the talent.

• Give clear expectations and expect them to achieve.

• Give honest coaching/feedback that pushes them to the next 

level.



EMPHASIZE THE EFFORT NOT THE TALENT

“Wow. You must be smart at 

these problems.”

Vs.

“Wow. You must have worked 

hard at these      

problems.”

Learner completes a task 

well. Instead of praise, say 

“guess that was too easy, let’s 

do something you can really 

learn from”

Emphasize the…

• Struggle

• Seeing a task through

• Acting on criticism

• Taking initiative
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GROWING GRIT FROM THE 
OUTSIDE IN

Building a supportive educational environment

• Emphasize the effort not the talent.

• Give clear expectations and expect them to achieve.

• Give honest coaching/feedback that pushes them to the next level.



GIVE HONEST COACHING/FEEDBACK THAT 
PUSHES THEM TO THE NEXT LEVEL.



















MINDSET IN THE LITERATURE

Growth mindset

accepts negative feedback / remediation 

believes CAN improve

uses failure as opportunity to grow

Fixed mindset

defensive when self esteem threatened

believes CANNOT improve

validates fixed competence by rejecting 

feedback, “at least I am better than those 

people” Nussbaum and Dweck







BUILDING A GROWTH MINDSET 
ENVIRONMENT

Teachers’ Mindsets:  

Growth: encourages risk /effort

learn from mistakes

Fixed:     praises talent

labels ability / “comforts”

May hold “Growth” mindset but actions reflect “Fixed”

Can demotivate and lower students’ self-expectations

-De Karaker-Pauw et al. 2017



MINDSET IN  THE LITERATURE

CHANGING STUDENTS’ MINDSETS

• Build growth mindset through 

education on neuroplasticity

• Encourage risk/praise learning 

from mistakes

Brief on-line educational intervention raised achievement 

in large group of underperforming high school students
Paunesku D et al



GROWTH MINDSET IN MEDICAL EDUCATION

Suggested as a way to train students to deal with medical error

• Give opportunities for error in diagnostic reasoning and learn

from those errors

• Role of simulation training

• Feedback to reinforce learning as a result of mistake

• Clinical spaces with shared learning from errors

Schwartz Rounds

Grand Rounds/ M&M

Klein J et al 2017



MINDSET IN CLINICAL MEDICINE

Survey of pediatric MDs at tertiary teaching hospital

residents/fellows/attendings

176/349 (50%) responded

• No dominant mindset 

• Mindset did not correlate with reports of medical errors

Jegathesan et al 2016



TOLERANCE OF FAILURE IN HEALTHCARE

"We are slow to acknowledge our faults because we do not 

believe in redemption." 

"The only real failure is the failure to try."

"Everything will be all right in the end. If it is not all right, it is 

not the end.”

Doolittle BR. Failure in residency education: lessons learned from Harry Potter, Oprah Winfrey, and the Marigold Hotel.    JGME April 2019.



WU 1991

• Do House Officers Learn from their Mistakes?

• 254 residents   45% response rate and reported a serious mistake

• 33% diagnostic error

• 29% prescribing

• 21% evaluation

• 11% procedural complication



WU 1991

• 90% serious outcome, 31% death

• 54% discussed with attending

• 24% discussed with family

• Accepted responsibility and discussed, more likely to learn

• Blamed overload/judgmental institution, did not discuss, less likely to 

learn

• Of those cases discussed in conferences, almost half said 

• “The tough issues were not addressed.”



RISKY BUSINESS...

• Positive association between PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY and 

residents' satisfaction with the clinical learning environment.

• Key is how faculty and colleagues respond to mistakes. 

• May mitigate or exacerbate risks of learning.

Bynum, Haaque JGME 2016



MINDSET AND FEEDBACK

Resident perception management

Stage performance based on perception

Consequences = fixed mindset

Trust in supervisor = growth mindset

Huffman BM et al. Med Ed 2020



GRIT IN THE MED ED LITERATURE

Has been positively associated with

• surgical resident well being

-Salles et al

• completion of surgical training

-Walker et al



GRIT IN THE LITERATURE

Has been negatively associated with

• attrition from surgical residency

-Burkhart et al

• burnout in surgical residents

-Salles et al

• risk of suicidal ideation

-Blalock et al 2015



“EARLY ADOPTERS” OF GRIT FOR 
RECRUITMENT

Shih et al JGME 2017

• recommend in UME/GME application assessment

• suggest review resumes for evidence

• note has NOT been validated in medical education

Kelly AM et al Journal of Surgical Education 2017

• screened orthopedic residents and med student applicants

• all high in Grit scores

• recommend adding non-cognitive variable to selection process



GRIT IN THE LITERATURE

Resilience training recommended for medical students

• Little evidence that training affects grit levels

• Lack long term follow up

Walker et al 2016



ORGANIZATIONAL GRIT

• we recommend carefully reviewing an applicant’s track record. In particular, look for 

multiyear commitments and objective evidence of advancement and achievement, as 

opposed to frequent lateral moves, such as shifts from one specialty to another. When 

checking references, listen for evidence that candidates have bounced back from 

failure in the past, demonstrated flexibility in dealing with unexpected obstacles, and 

sustained a habit of continuous self-improvement. Most of all, look for signs that 

people are driven by a purpose bigger than themselves, one that resonates with the 

mission of your organization.

Lee and Duckworth 2018



LET’S APPLY  GRIT/GROWTH IN OUR 
LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

•How could MINDSET or GRIT help 

understand what is going on with 

these situations?



The “helpless” medical student



The “overwhelmed” resident



The “burning out” faculty member





But is it enough?



GRIT BY ANY OTHER NAME

• Perseverance

• Conscientiousness

• Personality 

• Optimism

• Attributional style

Crede, Tynan and Harms 2017



But is it 

enough?



MENTAL CONTRASTING IMPLEMENTATION 
INTENTIONS

MCII Duckworth 2013

WOOP



Saddawi-Konefka et al JGME August 2017



RESIDENT STUDYING BEHAVIORS

Saddawi-Konefka et al.  2017

34 Anesthesia Residents

1 mo ICU Rotation

Intervention

WOOP to  study more

Comparison

Set goals to study more

30 min Intervention 

Activities

• Digital collection of 

articles

• Daily diary tracking



RESIDENT STUDYING BEHAVIORS

Saddawi-Konefka et al JGME August 2017

34 Anesthesia Residents

1 mo ICU Rotation

Intervention

WOOP to  study more
Comparison

Set goals to study more

4.3 hours of 

studying

1.5 hours of 

studying



THERE’S AN APP FOR THAT!



PENN RESILIENCY PROGRAM (PRP)

Program to prevent depression by teaching the principles of 

learned optimism

Implemented successfully in early adolescents in  primary 

care setting  

PRP effects strongest when group leaders are intervention 

developers/research team 

Effects inconsistent, smaller, non significant when taught by 

teachers/counselors  
Gillham JE et al 2007



MENTAL TOUGHNESS TRAINING 
INTERVENTION

Australian football team

pre-season intervention to improve grit, optimism and performance

most effective for those players yet to reach consistent top performance

US Military

Comprehensive Soldier and Family Fitness

Master Resilience Training

increased self reported resilience/psych health

decreased mental health dx and substance abuse

Harms PD 2013



GROWTH MINDSET- OLDER CONCEPT

But some recent 

concerns 

regarding 

reproducibility....

Li and Bates 2017



CHALLENGES

What do I use?
What’s best to 

consider for my 

learners?

Why is this getting 

so complicated?







INDIVIDUAL LEARNERS:

Constructive supportive feedback

Psychological safety

Goal setting / WOOP

Counseling for problems



GROUP LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
ORGANIZATIONAL WORK ENVIRONMENT

Psychological safety

Supportive learning environment

Support of life-long learning



• Angela Duckworth’s TED Talk

• https://ed.ted.com/on/1xgK6Cat 

• Carol Dweck’s TED Talk

• https://www.ted.com/talks/carol_dweck_the_power_of_believing_t

hat_you_can_improve/discussion 

• Dweck’s 5th Grader Experiment

• https://youtu.be/4SH0Ho0FNd8  
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YODA, Star Wars: The Last Jedi


